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Abstract 
Automatic detection of cow’s oestrus is important in cattle management. This paper 

proposes a method of oestrus detection by detecting the mounting activity automatically. 

Especially, we use a video sensor and apply computer vision technology in order to detect the 

mounting activity in cattle monitoring application. Based on the experiments with the video 

monitoring data obtained from a cattle farm, our method can detect the mounting activity 

automatically. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Automated activity monitoring in livestock is an important issue because it can save a significant 

part of the breeder’s working time. In particular, failure to detect oestrus in a timely and accurate way 

can become a limiting factor in achieving efficient reproductive performance. Although some research 

studies on applying Information Technology(IT) to oestrus detection have been reported in the last 

decades[1], a more accurate and practical method is still required. 

In this paper, we apply computer vision technology to the detection of oestrus. Standing to be 

mounted by a bull or another cow/heifer is the only conclusive sign that an animal is standing 

oestrus and ready to be inseminated[2]. Especially, we detect the mounting activity from the video 

data of Korean native cows. Unlike the previous mounting detection methods with invasive sensors, 

such as pedometer[3] and activity meter[4] attached to her neck or leg, our method with a video sensor 

is non-invasive and avoids stressful handling of individual sensors. Our experimental results show that 

our method can be used to detect oestrus, either as a standalone solution or to complement known 

methods[3-5]. 

 

 

2. Mounting Activity Monitoring 
 

Cattle shed scene has complex background and various illumination, in addition to occlusion. 

In order to overcome these difficulties in cattle shed scene, we place a camera at a height of 

1.5m and try to detect a cattle head in the mounting(See Fig. 1). 

That is, we determine whether a given scene has any motion or not at a height of over 1.5m. 

If the monitoring system detects the mounting activity, it sends an alarm with a captured image 

to an administrator immediately. 
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         Figure 1. Captured scenes from a cattle shed  

 

In this paper, we use the Optical Flow technique[6] that is one of the motion estimation 

techniques, in order to detect cow’s motion vector. We assume that the cattle shed surveillance 

video data are consistently entered, and the Optical Flow technique detects feature points such 

as corners from each image frame data. The feature points are used for tracking with spatial 

coherence between a previous frame and a current frame. There are many motion vectors 

generated from a mounting scene(See Figure 2 (a)). From the motion vectors generated, we 

need to select “true” vectors related with the mounting activity( i.e., motion vectors generated 

from a mounting cow). To select “upward” motion vectors in a mounting activity, we use a 

tangent graph shown in Figure 3. If a motion vector has Top/Top-Left/Top-Right direction(i.e., 

vector direction between 1/4π and 3/4π), then the motion vector is considered as a possible “true” 

vector.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                (a) Optical Flow output              (b) “True” vectors for a mounting activity 

Figure 2. Motion vectors from a mounting scene 

 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Tangent graph 

 

To detect cow’s oestrus efficiently, our system determines first that a given frame has any 

changed region at a height of over 1.5m by using the GMM(Gaussian Mixture Model) 

technique[7]. If a frame has any motion, the system calculates motion vectors ranged between 

45° and 135° by using the Optical Flow technique. After identifying the first frame of any 

“possible” motion satisfying the height and motion vector conditions, the system counts the 

number of consecutive frames having the motion. If the motion lasts more than 2 seconds, the 

system regards this motion as “true” mounting.  

From a practical point of view, applying GMM/Optical Flow straightforwardly to the 24 

hours/365 days visual stream data generated from a large-scale cattle farm may require too 

much implementation cost. The implementation cost can be minimized by setting Region of 
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Interest(RoI) as a possible location for a cattle head in the mounting(See Fig. 4) and applying 

GMM/Optical Flow only to RoI. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. RoI for detecting a cattle head in the mounting 

 

3. Experimental Results 

 
We installed a HD camera at a cattle farm located at Jinju in Korea, and set the resolution size to 

640×480 pixels and the frame rate to 24 frames/second. The experiments were conducted on an Intel 

Core i5-750 at 2.67GHz 4-core processor with 4GB RAM. We have used the GMM background model 

to detect the changed region and OpenCV 2.3 library for Optical Flow to calculate the motion vector. 

From a total of 48 mounting activity video obtained, 47 mounting activities were detected 

successfully, and Fig. 5 shows an example of the mounting activity. Note that, there are 

different sizes of cattle in the image, and thus RoI contains some area of a cow to be mounted , 

in addition to a mounting cow(See Figure 5(b)). The Optical Flow output can distinguish the 

motion of a mounting cow from the motion of a mounted cow(See Figure 5(c)). Furthermore, 

applying GMM/Optical Flow only to ROI can be executed in real-time. 

 

 

(a) Original image                      (b) GMM output                   (c) Optical Flow output 

Figure 5. GMM and Optical Flow outputs from a mounting scene 

 

Figure 6(a) illustrates the scene where the mounting activity could not be detected by our system 

because of an occlusion caused by the fence. If another camera is installed at the other side of a cattle 

shed, the occlusion problem can be mitigated(See Figure 6(b)). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. (a) An occlusion in a cattle shed      (b) Camera installation 
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4. Conclusion 
 

Automated detection of cow’s oestrus is an important issue in cattle management. We proposed an 

automated detection method for the mounting activity using visual information acquired from a camera 

installed in a cattle farm. To the best of our knowledge, automatic detection of the mounting activity 

with a video sensor has not been reported, and we believe our method can be used to detect oestrus in 

real-time either as a standalone solution or to complement known methods. As a future work, we will 

conduct experiments with night scenes. 
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